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PREFACE
In compiling information for this project, several

people provided invaluable assistance.
Mr. W. D. Wilder, airport manager for the City of
Corpus Christl, provided me with the study prepared by
Ralph H. Burke, Inc., along with directing me to several
other sources of information. He was also instrtmiental
in helping me determine the exact scope this project
should encompass.
Mr. R. P. Mogeney of the weather service at the
airport provided the majority of the meterological
data in this report.
Mr. John A. Franklin, III, of the Coastal Bend
Regional Planning Commission, provided great assistance.
He furnished numerous pamphlets and letters for my inspection along with the Barthlomew Report on the Corpus
Christ! Comprehensive Plan.
To each of these people I would like to express
my sincere thanks for their help and Interest in this
project.
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SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
Region Served
Flight origins and destinations

REGION SERVED
In determining the scope of this project, it must
first be determined the area which is the primary air
trade center for the facility.

From this it is pos-

sible to determine projected population figures for
the region and thereby draw conclusions pertaining
to future demands for air transport services in the
area.
The Civil Aeronautics Board defines generated
passenger traffic as traffic originating in the
City of Corpus Christl proper. The Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area has been discovered to
be the primary air trade area in a study conducted
for the city by Ralph H. Burke, Inc. Airport Consultants, Chicago, Illinois.

This brings up the

point of definition of the S.M.S.A.

Since 1965

the S.M.S.A. has included both Nueces County, which
has Corpus Christ! as its county seat, and San
Patricio County, with Sinton as its county seat.
Prior to that date only Nueces County was included.
This accounts for some of the seemingly impossible
growth figures evidenced in reports concerning the
S.M.S.A.

Final counts of the 1970 Census of Population as
compiled by the Department of the Interior, Bureau
of the Census, reveal some astonishing growth rates
in this particular region.

The population of the

City of Corpus Christl reached a total of 204,525
persons which represents a ten year growth of
36,835 or approximately 22^^.

The final figures for

Nueces County show a total population of 237,544
or an Increase of 7,2% over the 1960 census.

Also

important to this total is the fact that 223,266
persons live in urban areas of the county.

This is

slightly over 94^^ of the total county population.
Since the redefination of the S.M.S.A. from the
i960 Census to the 1970 Census only the present
population count of 284,832 has any bearing on the
conclusions of this project.
From these statistics we can draw several Important
conclusions concerning population and its projected
growth.

Comparisons with the past growth of the

entire state show Corpus Christ! to be growing at
approximately the same growth rate as Texas, or
2
about 2<y% every ten years.
This would seem to
indicate that this trend would continue.

But closer

evaluation of the area shows that perhaps the area

will begin to grow faster than the total for the
state.

Industry in the Corpus Christ! area is

rapidly expanding.

This will be supplemented

by the growth of the tourist industry In the area.
The Corpus Christ! Area Tourist Bureau has undertaken an extensive national campaign to bring
tourists into the area.

While just starting this

campaign in the last seven years, the tourists were
responsible for bringing over $137 million into the
area in 1970.-^

Oil is firmly established in the

area as a major industry.

The Port of Corpus

Christ! is currently the ninth largest deep water
port in the world.

It is already authorized to in-

crease its depth another five feet which will enable
it to handle larger ships and thereby increase its
total operations.

This along with the long growing

season and climate conditions considered ideal for
year around outdoor activity should aid the Corpus
Christl area in future growth.
After study of these facts we can assume that the
area will grow more rapidly than the rate for the
state.

This will have a direct effect on the opera-

tions of any air terminal facility in the area.

Flight Destinations
Corpus Christ! is presently served by three major
airlines;

Braniff International, Texas International,

and Eastern Airlines.

These airlines provide only

domestic service to passengers in the Corpus Christ!
area.

There is at the present time no international

service from the city.
Table 2 shows the top twenty-five cities involved
in origins and destinations of passengers at Corpus
Christ! Airport for the years 196O and I967.

It is

significant that the top five cities in the chart
contain four Texas cities all within 350 miles.
This indicates that much of the flying done out of
the airport is of the commuter type with short duration trips.

This might indicate the rising demand

for exclusively commuter airlines in the city.
It is quite important to note that there is no international service from the airport.

Presently

all flights into Mexico must stop at Brownsville.
Plights to Europe are handled through Dallas and
Houston.

While demand for European service in the

city is not of the scope required to justify oneplane service, the demand for international flights

to Mexico and South America is present.

Also a study

of flight routes shows that Corpus Christl is a logical choice for an international flight service from
all points in the Midwest.

Mr. Burke and his asso-

ciates strongly recommended in their report that
an attempt be made to attract such service to the
city.

This would also seem logical in light of the

push presently underway to attract tourists to the
area.
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TABLE 1
NUMBER OF PASSENGER OPERATIONS*
Dist.
in miles

i960
Number

1967
Number

1967
Percent

3317
1659
980
^439
412

6376
4232
1633
1051
957

24.30
16.12
6.22
4.00
3.64

New Orleans, La.
467
Los Angeles, Calif. 1307
Chicago, Illinois
1117
San Francisco,Calif.1602
Washington, D.C.
1399""

274
178
230
111
151

694
681
634
484
406

2.64
2.59
2.41
1.84
1.54

Oklahoma City, Okla. 530
Tulsa, Oklahoma
583
Philadelphia. Pa.
I521
St. Louis, Missouri 855
Kansas City, Mo.
796

152
174
76
56
99

388
328
303
285
271

1.47
1.25
1.15
1.08
1.03

Denver, Colorado
Miami, Florida
Lubbock, Texas
Beaumont, Texas
Brownsvill, Texas

933
IO69
479
252
131

67
90
50
I81
l82

270
250
232
221
216

1.02
0.95
0.88
0.84
0.82

Atlanta, Georgia
San Diego, Calif.
Amarlllo, Texas
Midland, Texas
Memphis, Tennessee

873
1226
574
4o6
666

59
54
60
91
40

214
213
193
186
175

0.81
0.81
0.73
0.70
0.66

Sub-total

9182

20,894

79.50

Other Cities

2249

5,343

20.50

Total Passengers of 10^ Sample 11,431

26,237

100.00^

Houston, Texas
Dallas, Texas
San Antonio
New York, N.Y.
Austin, Texas

I83
346
130
I600
172

Average trips in miles

433.5

*From Report by Ralph H. Burke, Inc.

599.8

FINANCING
Local sources
Federal sources
Self-supporting factors
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Local Sources
There are four major sources for local financing of
a project such as a new airport.

These methods are:

(1) use of accumulated funds; (2) use of Revenue
Bonds; (3) use of General Obligation (G.O.) Bonds;
(4)

a lease back arrangement.^

A general dis-

cussion of these methods is necessary to determine
which method is best for this particular program.
Financing by use of accumulated funds is using
funds already accessible to the city or county because of an existing surplus in the budget»

This

provides the advantage of being able to start construction of the project shortly after the need has
been established because the time required by other
methods of financing is eliminated.

This means also

fees the airport sponsor from dependency on the current state of the bond market.

This type financing

is suitable for only smaller airport projects because
it is usually Impossible to secure sufficient funds
without use of the bond market and/or the acquisition
of State or Federal grants.
Revenue Bonds are bonds secured by the revenue o the
Airport.

This type financing is advantageous to a
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public authority because they can be sold without
submitting them to the approval of the taxpayers.
This is possible because they are repaid entirely
out of the revenue of the facility and therefore
have no effect on the tax rates. There are also
several problems Inherent in this type bond. Because they are not backed by public funds they have
a higher interest rate.

This is because there is

more risk involved since repayment depends entirely
on the success of the airport.

This increased in-

terest rate makes it undesirable for a public agency
to employ this means of financing unless no other
alternative is availab.e

Another problem with re-

venue bonds is their sensitivity to market interest
rates.

When prime interest rates are high, as they

presently are, the market demand for revenue bonds is
weak.

The final problem discussed in connection with

revenue bonds is the large amount of reserves required if no firm guarantees are available.

These re-

serves usually amount to about 1.4 times the annual
debt retirement service.

This reserve is put in a

fund to be used only for bond repayment.

This ties

up funds which could usually be put to better uses
in the project.

The harshness of this comes to light

when statistics are studied that show that many highly
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successful airports operate at a loss or at less profit than required for debt retirement during the
first few years of operation.

This type practice is

generally not acceptable to most bond houses. This
problem may be overcome in one of two ways.

First

the facility may borrow enough additional capital to
meet payment in the early years of operation.

The

other alternative is to devise a payment schedule on
increasing terms so that the first years have small
payments which gradually increase as to the operation
becomes more financially stable.
General Obligation bonds are bonds secured by the
taxing power of the proper authority.

They normally

have the lowest interest rate of any type borrowing.
These bonds often require a tax increase which must
be voted by the entire electorate of the region
affected.

This is the primary drawback to this type

of bond.
The other type of financing available is the lease
back arrangement.

This calls for leasing of the

larid to a third party who in return for financing
undertakes construction of improvements at the facility.

This third party in return leases back to the

city the improvements at rates which are less than

13
the tax levy for airport purposes.
Federal Sources
Several sources of revenue are available to municipalities for airport construction through federal
agencies.

The Civil Aeronautics Board and the

Federal Aviation Administration are two of the
prime sources for these grants.

Other areas of

the government which might be receptive to requests
for funds are the Department of Commerce and HUD.
Funds from federal sources are usually provided in
amounts to match the funds raised by the municipalities.
Self-supporting Factors
The major factor used to finance the project by
self supporting means in the lease back arrangement
discussed previously in the local sources section
of financing.
Conclusions
The previous discussion deals with the specifics
of the various types of financing available for this
project.

From this discussion it can be concluded

that the general obligation bond method is the most

T^XAS TECH iMUm
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suitable means of financing for this airport.
This makes it necessary to study the financial
situation of the city in regard to debts incurred
by G.O. bonds and Airport Improvement bonds previously.
Presently the city of Corpus Christl owes all monies
used for airport Improvements through general obligation bonds supported by the city tax structure.5
These airport improvements are not considered separately from other G. 0. bonds.

The latest figures

found concerning this indebtedness were for the
fiscal year terminating in 1969. At that time airport bonds of old issues owed were for $1,030,000
and a new bond issue in the amount of $2,000,000
voted in during 1968. Ralph H, Burke and Associates
determined that the city has the bonding capacity to
accommodate their proposed additions to the existing
airport with a cost of $9,501,000.

They developed a

program calling for a bond issue to be passed in
that amount by 1972. Using their figures it can be
concluded that a bond issue of approximately $12,000,000
would be required to finance a project of this scope.
This would be feasible if the retirement time was
lengthened somewhat from 1990 date established by Mr.

15
Burke's firm to approximately 2000.

This is based

on the current bond rate of 7$^ interest annually
($80.00 per thousand dollars borrowed) or an annual payment of slightly over $760,000.

Interest

rates might become slightly higher with the extended
retirement period.
able problems.

This would produce no foresee-

SITE
General considerations
Accessibility
Climate
Topography and soil conditions
Special wind considerations
Land availability
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General Considerations
The prime consideration in site selection must be
accessibility by the prime trade area.

Also im-

portant in site selection are the special requirements of an airport such as noise and flight obstructions.

The city of Corpus Christ! is located

such that some special problems are presented.

Soil

conditions and water tables provide complications
in anchoring and runway stability required by the
size of today's aircraft.
Accessibility
The city of Corpus Christl presents several unusual
problems concerned with major traffic patterns.
In concept, the city is a linear city stretching
from the west-northwest toward the east-southeast.
This would make the city appear an easy area to
discover traffic patterns within.

But as is pre-

viously stated, this assumption is confined strictly to concept and does not actually exist as such.
The city is located on the Gulf Coast and has developed in a radial pattern around the southern
edges of Nueces and Corpus Christl Bays.

The city

has reached its limit of growth around the bays.
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reaching the Laguna Madre on the southeast and
the Nueces River on the northwest.

This means

that future growth must occur toward the southwest.

This area is presently devoted to crop lands

and is largely void of any important developments
such as housing or major industry.

This tends to

indicate that the location for this airport should
also be in a southwesterly direction from the present city.

A study of the land use proposals for

the area shows that industrial development is expected in the northern portion of the growth area
while housing is projected for the southern quadrant of the area.

This indicates that the site

should be located in the northern quadrant of the
area to avoid any conflict with residential areas
and to promote air freight use by the industries
in the area because of convenience of location.
In choosing a site the accessibility by by indiduals
other than those interested in freight service must
be strongly weighed.
This leads to a study of major accessways both into
the city and within the city.

The primary highways

from the north to the city are U.S. l8l which enters
the primary trade area at Sinton and continues on
toward Corpus Christl through Taft, Portland, across
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the Nueces Bay Causeway, and empties into the downtown area, and Interstate Highway 37.

I. H. 37 is

the primary northern highway into the city.

It

begins in San Antonio, l44 miles to the north, and
enters the primary trade area at Mathis, approximately twenty-five miles west of U.S. I8I. This
transportation link goes on to Corpus Christl and
enters the city proper approximately five miles
north of the city of Robstown.

From the west the

major artery is State Highway 44 coming from Alice,
forty miles to the west, through Robstown, the
second most important city in the S.M.S.A,, and terminating in the portion of the city known as uptown,
U. S. 77 is the major link from the south, providing connections from Kingsville through Robstown to
Corpus Christl.

This shows that all major accesses

to the city except one enter the city from the west,
This indicates that the facility should be located
in this general direction with primary emphasis
toward I.H. 37 as the major external transportation
artery.

The secondary artery therefore becomes

Highway 44 from Robstown.
Because of the conclusion that I.H. 37 should be
the primary artery of external access, special

I
Is

L,

^^^...
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emphasis must be placed on convenience to persons
within the city.

I.H. 37 Is located in the northern

city quadrant which is away from both present residential areas and projected residential growth areas
in the south.

Therefore, before final selection can

be made, we must first find the major internal transportation patterns of the city.

The major artery

in the southern and western portion of the city is
Lexiton Boulevard.

The north and east are serviced

by the crosstown Expressway.

This means that a

location near I.H. 37 Is suitable for both Industry
and private use because of the connection with the
Interstate from all parts of the city.
Climate
Corpus Christ! is on the Texas Coastal Plain. The
Plain has a mean annual precipitation of 32.47 inches
and a mean annual temperature of 70.0 degrees Fahrenheit.

The following table provides specifics of the

weather.^
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TABLE 3
TEMPERATURES
NORMAL
Daily maximum
Daily minimum

8I.I
62.4

EXTREMES
high
low

105
11

PRECIPITATION (in inches)
Normal annual
Maxlm\im monthly
Maximum 24 hours
Mean annual sleet
and snow
Maximum monthly

28.34
20.33
8.76
0.1
6.0

WIND
Highest m.p.h

110

SUNSHINE
Percent possible

64

FREEZE DATES
First in fall
Last in spring

December 15
February 9
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Topography and Soil Conditions
A study of the topography of Nueces County shows
that it is located on the southern Gulf coast of
Texas on the coastal plain.

The elevation of

Corpus Christl is considered to be thirty-five
Q

feet above sea level.
rich soils.

The county is flat with

These soils are primarily deep loam

and clay soils. The county is broken by bays,
the Nueces River, and Petronila Creek.

Present

airport facilities are experiencing problems
with the runways and taxiways due to the soil
conditions.

The soil was classified as an E-10

and the subgrade as f-7 prior to construction of
the facility.^

These are typical conditions of the

soil west of the city in the area under consideration for the site of this project.

Heavy rains

during construction of the present facility resulted in reclassification of the subgrade to a
standard lower than F-10.

This is the cause of

the runway failure being experienced presently and
is an important consideration in the proposed project.
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Special Wind Considerations
Federal Aviation Administration requirements state
that the maximum predominant crosswinds allowable
for an airport location are fifteen miles per hour.
Study of the wind roses for the general area under
consideration show that the existing runways at Corpus Christl International Airport, which run northwest to southeast and north to south, are in the
most favorable positions available.

The north-

west to southeast runway has at least minimum
landing conditions 92.8^ of the time while the
north to south runway has favorable conditions
at least 89.8^ of the time.
Higher altitude wind conditions are impossible to
accurately map.

Study of available wind roses at

the Corpus Christl Naval Air Station do Indicate
that the wind is generally from the south-southeast.
Land Availability
The primary area for location of the airport is between I.H. 37 and Highway 44 west of the city. A
majority of this land is presently used as crop land.
The current market value of such land in the Corpus
Christl area varies from $300 to $500 an acre.-'-'^

FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Passenger growth
Airline service
Air cargo
Hanger space demand
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Passenger Growth
The principal traffic at this facility will be scheduled airlines' passenger movements.

This activity

is a reliable indicator of construction of facilities and operations and policies at the facility.
Passenger traffic at Corpus Christl has grown from
about 101,000 movements in 1954 to approximately
340,000 movements in 1968. By 1990 it is expected
that Corpus Christl will handle over 1,251,000
movements annually.

This is valuable information

when converted into per capita number of passenger
movements for a community.

In 1968 the per capita

index for the city was 571 and is expected to be
about 1900 in the next twenty-five years.

Study of

peak passenger months during 1966, 1967, and 1968
show the ratio of peak months to average month are
1.18, 1.17, and 1.19 and peak month to low month
has been 1.40, 1.42, and I.38.

These ratios indicate

that the character of passenger traffic has not
changed and that there exists a fairly steady passenger
flow.

There are no pronounced peaks, and the peaks

that have occurred are normal for a small airport.
Airline Service
The three major factors to be considered in evaluating
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airline service to Corpus Christ! are airline equipment, airline routes, and airline schedules.

Modern

air travel dictates that the service provided be the
most modern, fastest, and most comfortable available.

Over the past ten to fifteen years this has

come to mean turbo-jet or at least turbo-prop service rather than the piston driven equipment of
the past.

Presently turbo-prop service is limited

to cities whose air»ports cannot handle jet aircraft
or whose passenger traffic volume does not warrant
use of the larger planes.
Airlines have agreed that the percentage of turbo-jet
flights and seats serving a city is an accurate
measure of the quality of equipment serving a city.
Ninety percent is considered the standard for having
excellent service in terms of equipment provided.
Corpus Christl currently has 89^ of its flights by
turbo-jet aircraft and 94^ of its seats provided
on this type aircraft.

The remainder of the flights

and seats are provided by Convair 60O turbo-prop
aircraft.

This points out that Corpus Christ!

presently enjoys excellent service In terms of
equipment provided.

With the expected growth of

the area It Is vitally important that the standard
be not only maintained but constantly Improved.
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TABLE 3
FORECAST OP PASSENGER MOVEMENTS
YEAR
195^
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
i960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
197^
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
Ifsl
IQftQ
1999

MINIMUM

PROBABLE

MAXIMUM

100,537
113,832
122,516
131,639
128,876
127,648
123,417
124,019
133,935
153,424
177,351
203,041
246,395
317,564
339,579
371>000
'1404,000
439,000
475,000
512,000
550,000
'-588,000
"627,000
667,000
708,000
750,000
793,000
?37,000
881 000
926 000
971 000
1,017 000
1 063 000
1 109 000
1:156:000
1,203,000
1'251!000

ACTUAL FIGURES
THROUGH I968

405,000
475,000
545,000
615,000
685,000
755,000
830,000
905,000
980,000
1,055,000
1,132,000
1,210,000
1,290,000
1,371,000
1,453,000
1,536,000
1,619,000
1,702,000
1,785,000
1,869,000
1,953,000
2,037,000

445,000
555,000
655,000
760,000
865,000
970,000
.1.1,085,000
1,200,000
1,315,000
1,431,000
1,547,000
1,663,000
1,779,000
1,896,000
2,015,000
2,136,000
2,260,000
2,387,000
2,516,000
2,647,000
2,782,000
2,921,000
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Another Important factor In evaluating airline service in terms of equipment is the size of aircraft
used in the Corpus Christ! operations.

The average

aircraft serving the city in 1966 had 76 seats. The
largest aircraft in the operation at that time was
the Boeing 727-100 with an average seating capacity
of 98 persons.

Therefore, the ratio of the number

of seats in the largest to the number of seats in
the average aircraft was about 1.3.

Also at this

time at Corpus Christ! the average number of people
boarding per flight was 28.

It is estimated that by

1990^the average number of persons boarding per
flight will rise to approximately 68 people. Based
on this projection it is estimated that the seating
capacity of the average aircraft in Corpus Christ!
Airport operations will rise from 76 to about l82
seats.

If the ratio of the number of seats in the

largest aircraft to the number of seats in the average aircraft remains constant the largest aircraft
servicing Corpus Christ! will have approximately
235 seats.

Presently the two primary aircraft with

this size seating capacity are the Boeing 747 and
13
the Lockheed 1-1011.
Airline routes are extremely important from the
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viewpoint of modern air travel both to the carrier
and the passenger.

Travelers prefer non-stop or

at least single plane service to their destinations.
This eliminates the possibility of missed connections,
layovers, lost baggage, and confused scheduling.

Car-

riers prefer this type service because of the lower
cost of overhead incurred by baggage handling, complex
ticketing, and persons requiring two carrier service.
This would tend to point to a comparison of single
plane service to demand as an adequate standard for
judging airline routes.
This type study reveals that Corpus Christ! has nonstop service to only four of its top twenty-five
airline markets. The city also lacks single plane
service to eleven of its top twenty-five markets.
This comprises about a 52^ deficiency in flights to
the top twenty-five markets which constitute about
of the total market.
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TABLE 5
PRESENT AIRLINE SERVICE
NONSTOP
Houston, Texas
18
Dallas, Texas
2
San Antonio, Texas
9
New York, N.Y.
Austin, Texas
New Orleans, La.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Chicago, 111.
San Francisco, Cal.
Washington, D.C.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Philadelphia, Pa.
—
St. Louis, Mo.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
Denver, Colo.
Miami, Florida
Lubbock, Texas
—
Beaumont, Texas
4
Brownsville, Texas
Atlanta, Ga.
—
San Diego, Calif.
—
Amarlllo, Texas
—
Midland, Texas
Memphis, Tenn.
1

t

ONE
STOP

TWO
STOP

MULTISTOP
^^

8

8

—

-

—

—

2

-

~

8

-

—

-

-

-

-

—

-

3

-

5

-

—

-

-

-

—

—

—

3

2

-

-

-

-

—

—

—

—

-

1

4

—

—

—

—

-

-

1

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

4

—

—

—

—

—

—

2

—

—

—

—

2

This table shows single plane service to and from Corpus
Christ!.
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Air Carp;o
Air cargo has become a significant part of the operations at Corpus Christ! International airport in
the last fifteen years. Total cargo, which includes
air mail, air express, and air freight, has grown
from about 775 tons in i960 to approximately 6,100
tons in 1971. It is estimated that the total cargo
will reach about 44,400 tons in 1990 as industry and
the import-export trade become an increasingly important factor in the Corpus Christ! area. Study
shows that the ratio of cargo enplaned to cargo
deplaned has been about 1:2. There is no foreseeable development which should cause this ratio to
alter vastly.
Hanger Space Demand
Because the scope of this project does not include
operations outside scheduled airline service, hanger
facilities will be kept at a minimum.

Presently

there are five aircraft in the commercial operator
field based at Corpus Christ!. The projected demand
for this type facility comes from the figures of
Ralph H. Burke and Associates and shows that the
number will rise to approximately twenty-two by 1990.
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TABLE 6
FORECAST OP AIR CARGO HANDLED AT CORPUS CHRISTI
(source-Airport Management, Corpus Christ!
International Airport)
YEAR

TOTAL IN TONS

i960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

775.17
1,093.43
929.00
9^2.76
1,193.73
1,661.68
2,069.96
2,520.29
2,329.70
ESTIMATES

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

3,200
4,100
5,100
6,100
7,300
8,500
9,900
11,400
13,000
14,000
16,600
18,500

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

20,600
22,700
25,000
27,400
29,900
32,600
35,^00
38,300
41,300
44,400

TERMINAL SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
Ticketing
Air traffic control
Terminal communications
Airport management.
Runway Specifications
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Ticketing
Ticketing funtions are presently handled primarily
through the use of a central computer located at
the airline's home office. Each ticket station
at the airport should have connection to this computer through some type of audio or video device.
In addition, each station must also be able to
handle labeling of baggage and check weights of
this baggage.

It is estimated by the airlines

themselves that by 1985 they will need 155 feet of
ticket counter length with a counter area of 1240
square feet. Several other requirements were given
by the airlines in connection with ticketing functions.

They estimate that they will need approxi-

mately 3000 square feet of behind counter office
area and 450 square feet of operations area. The
total area of the outbound baggage spaces will total
3500 square feet. Baggage claim area needed is projected to be 6200 square feet and*I500 square feet
of general storage space is estimated for the 1985
date.

Passenger hold areas as projected by the

airlines total 19,400 square feet, and the total for
aircraft operations is 13,000 square feet.-'-
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Air Traffic Control
Air traffic control at any major airport is under
the supervision of the Federal Aviation Administration.

This also Includes weather forecasting

equipment and operations scheduling for the airport
system.

Control towers are the accepted means of

housing these functions. The upper level of these
structures must be at least twenty-five feet above the
next tallest structure at the airport and must have
a three hundred sixty degree view. The approximate
area for this level is nine hundred square feet.^
Terminal Communications
Communications within the facility play an important
part in the smooth operation of any airport. They
must provide the passenger with information concerning arrivals and departures. Pages are broadcast through this system and it must handle communication for support functions for all airlines.
Passenger flight information will be handled through
strictly visual means such as closed circuit television to eliminate confusion sometimes caused by a
hoard of boarding and deplaning announcements at the
same time. Audio communications for both airlines
and individuals will be handled through a central
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switchboard located near the executive offices
of the airport.
Airport Management
Operation of the airport in 1990 will be conducted
for the city by a staff of seven persons which are
necessary for the basic operation of this scope.
An airport manager will be responsible for overall
coordination the activities at the facility. He
will require about 450 igquare feet of office space
and space for a secretary and reception area for
eight persons. Also in conjunction with his duties,
a conference room to seat twelve persons is needed.
An assistant manager is required by the airport.
His duties will be to implement policies discovered
important and requiring immediate attention when
the manager is unavailable. He also serves as an
important public relations man for the airport.
The assistant manager requires about 300 square feet
of office space plus space for a secretary and reception area for four people. Two persons who have
similar duties are the safety officer and flight
operations officer. Both men are charged with the
responsibility of insuring safe and efficient use of
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equipment and airport space. Each man requires 300
feet of office space. The other employee in the
executive branch of this facility is the accountant
for the airport who requires 300 square feet of
office space.
Runway Specifications
Because of the projected growth of air traffic in
the Corpus Christ! area, runways must be increased
in number of the existing facilities. Expanding
passenger movements which require larger aircraft
also indicate increased runway length. Mr. Burke
and his associates compiled required data on runway
demands and made suggestions concerning the conditions
for the year 1990. They concluded that four runways
will be needed,these will be two sets of two parallel
runways. Wind directions dictate that these be
oriented north-south and northwest-southeast.
Maximum lengths were determined by aircraft projected
for use in 1990. Study shows that the planes used
at that time requiring maximum length are the B727-200
and DC-10. Runway widths will be a standard of one
hundred fifty feet. The lengths for the north-south
runway pair should be 8200 feet, while the runways
northwest-southeast should be 10,200 feet.

CUSTOMER SERVICES
Parking
Mass transit
Dining
Retail outlets
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Parking
Parking for the airport includes three distinct areas:
public, employee, and rental cars.

Public parking

will require 2074 spaces by 1990 based on estimates
by the airport board.

This space is leased out to

commercial operator at a rate of 25^ of gross receipts to $35,000, 50^ of gross receipts from
$35,000-$100,000, and 75^ of gross receipts over
$100,000.
Employee parking will require 4l5 spaces by 1990.
This is an increase of 348 spaces over the existing
facilities at Corpus Christl International Airport.
Auto rentals require two types of parking spaces,
one for storage and one for readily available cars.
These figures show that by 1990 the rental agencies
will need 90 ready spaces and storage spaces for
320 cars. These spaces are leased presently on a
five year lease with a rate of 10^ of gross receipts
and a yearly minimum.
Mass Transit
Currently the only type of public transit system in
operation at the airport are taxis and limousines.
The taxis are run completely independent of the airport and pay no fee to the airport operating fund.

X

\
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Limousines are granted the concession by the airport
and are charged lO^g of their gross receipts. There
is no bus service to the airport at the present
time.
Dining
Dining facilities are important for two reasons.
First they serve the obvious needs of the passenger
waiting at the airport. Secondly they serve as a
catering service to the airlines for inflight
food service.

It is necessary that the airport

have quick snack service for the passengers. It is
also suggested that the airport have a restaurant
with seating capacity for 100 persons. These facilities are to be leased by a rate of 6^ of gross sales.
Airline catering is done on a contract basis directly
with the airlines.
Lounge facilities are also desired in an airport
facility. Passage of the recent liquor by the drink
amendment makes it possible for this type of public
lounge to be operated in the airport.

It too would

be leased to an independent operator for 6^ of gross
sales.

FOOTNOTES
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p

The Dallas Morning News, The Texas Almanac,
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'
3
Corpus Christl Area Tourist Bureau. The
Tourist Industry, p. 4
^urke, p. 35
5
Report by W. D. Wilder, Airport Manager, to
the Corpus Christl City Coimcil.

6

Harland Bartholomew and Associates. Comprehensive Plan for Corpus Christl. p. 22.
"^Texas Almanac, p. 112
°U. S. Geological Survey Maps.
^Burke, Inc., p. 25
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DESIGN CONCEPTS

DESIGN CONCEPTS
In evaluating the basic concepts which must be
included in designing an air terminal a list of priorities
must be established.
convenience.

The primary consideration is passenger

This is the basis on which air travel is

founded and must be extended as far into the design of
ground facilities as possible.

The second consideration is

ease of mobility for employee functions in and around the
terminal.

With these two priorities in mind the entire

problem can be easily understood.
In reducing an air terminal to its simplist form, it
can be concluded that it is nothing more than a circulation
problem involving two basic sets of people.

The primary

concept, therefore, for this terminal was to allow passengers
to be transported directly to the aircraft, either by car,
public carrier, or transit system, by the most direct
means possible.

Incorperated in this concept is the idea

that passengers and employees should be entirely separated
if possible.

This would tend to simplify circulation

patterns and create a more efficient facility.

SPATIAL VALUES

SPATIAL VALUES
To bring about materialization of the basic concepts,
the design of the terminal was divided into vertical
levels.

Ground level is strictly a service and employee

level which frees it from any conflicts with passenger
movements.

The basement and second levels are designated

as public circulation areas.

It is at the second level

that passengers in private or public carriers are transported
directly to aircraft loading areas.

The subterranian

level houses a transit system laid out in loop form from
public parking lots to the main terminal to the loading
pods.

The third level in the main building is an employee

office level.

This contains all of the administrative

functions.
The plan of the facility shows the loading pods
separated from the main terminal in order to better
define the ability of the terminal design to handle direct
loading into the aircraft.

The elevated drive to the

pods and main building emphasize the vertical separation
of functions.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Functional requirements of the terminal were described
in the program.

Therefore this segment will describe

where the functions occur in the design solution and a
short description of the functions for clarity.
The basement level of the main building houses the
transit system from the pods and parking areas.

The two

transit systems are separated by a lobby which has
baggage check-in for persons coming from the parking lots.
The first floor of the main terminal is designated
an employee function level.

The front portion of the

building houses four offices, one for each of the airlines
operating at the airport.

These offices each have a flight

operations area, a crew prepartion area, cubicles for
ticket validation work, and a general secretary space.
The remainder of this level is devoted to the primary
mechanical space, baggage handling to disperse baggage
to the pods, and a receiving dock for the kitchen.
Passengers and general public functions are located
primarily on the second floor.

These functi'-^ns include a

dining facility with a capacity of lOO people, a kitchen
to serve both the dining room and flight catering, an
observation room, ticketing and check-in counters, and
a newstand.

Two employees lounges serve the ticket

agents during break periods.

The third floor in the terminal is the administrative
floor.

This level includes offices for the parking and

rental car concessions, food services manager, the weather
bureau, a communications center, and a public relations
man.

Also on this level is the airpost manager and his

assistant, the safety officer and his assistant, the flight
officer and his assistant, the security chief and force
locker room, and the airport business office.

There is a

conference room for use by the airport board or for
presentations to groups up to twenty.
The facility has three loading pods which can handle
four aircraft at one time.
each.

These pods have three levels

The basement level is the transit system level

which includes a lobby.
The grade level is an operations level.

It is here

that bfiiggage is sorted by flight, loaded on to trams, or
in the future, containerized, and dispersed to the planes.
There is also space to accommodate baggage scheduling
operations.
The second floor is the loading level for all passengers
There are boarding lounges which hold ninety people each
at each of the four jet loaders. A check-in desk is also
provided at each lounge.

Deplaning passengers are

segregated from enplaning passengers by moving them
through side aisles out of the boarding area.

Directly

after leaving the boarding area, there are two baggage

claim areas.

The front of each pod is an entrance

lobby with two baggage check-in stations for enplaning
passengers.

STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE
In analyzing structural needs for the air terminal,
the facility can be divided into two areas. The main
building requires large open spans to el mlnate congestion
caused by numerous columns.

The third level of the main

building and the loading pods require shorter spans because
of the smaller spaces in the design of these levels.
Because of the high humidity and salt in the air in
Corpus Christ!, concrete was chosen as the structural
material for the terminal.

Steel was disallowed because

of the precautions necessary to prevent corrosion.
In areas where short spans are needed conventional
post and beam techniques are used.

These are made of

poured in place reinforced concrete.
The larger area in the main terminal requires a
different system.

To increase the open span and keep

depth at a minimum a precast system was chosen.

The

columns span out in four directions for a distance of twenty
feet.

They connect at the span midpoint by means of a

welded plate to form forty foot open bays.

The depth of the

main members is minimized by triangular form.

The bays

are covered by precast panels 10' x 40' x 2' which are
two-way reinforced.

These panels are welded to provide

Qontinuity of the two-way system.

Exterior walls in the

main building are load bearing to tie in the panels to
the remainder of the structure, and el minate awlcward
column-wall connections.

MATERIALS

MATERIALS
Perimeter walls of the air terminal are concrete.
This material was chosen because of its durability when
exposed to the harsh elements of the region, its resistance
to high winds, and the ease of maintenance required in a
large public facility.

Ceilings in the main building are

the exposed precast panels. This reflects the structural
concepts of the facility and provides a pleasing pattern
and texture in what could be a large, monotonous area.
Floors in all public area are terrazzo because of the high
traffic volume in the terminal.
wear and is easily maintained.

This material resists
Carpet is employed in all'

office areas because of the sound absorption qualities
desired.

Partitions in the offices are stud framed with

burlap covered panels.
of accoustic qualities.

These again were chosen because
Glass will be of a smoked grey

to cut down on glare from the harsh sun in the region.

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
The mechanical system used in the terminal is a
four-pipe, hot and chilled water system.

This system was

chosen because it allows for both a centralized system
and long runs at a minimum of chase space.
The central mechanical area is located on the ground
level of the main building.

Inside the area are two large

boilers and fans and coils for the basement and first
levels of the main terminal.
outside the terminal.
return for the air.

The chillers are located

Double ducts provide supply and

Each level (except the basement)

in the main building has its own fans and coils. This
makes smaller return

ducts possible.

It alsc offers

the advantage of only having to accom date four pipes in
vertical chases rather than two large ducts.
The hot and chilled water pipes go to the pods in the
transit system tunnels. The pod has only one set of fans
and coils because of the smaller size of the pods.
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SITE SELECTION

SITE SELECTION
It was determined that the site of the present air
terminal was best for this facility. Access and growth
patterns in the city show this to be an area which will
be well suited to this function for many years. Runway
extension dictate that 400 additional acres be purchased.
This is still more feasible than purchase of a new site
and construction costs for an entire runway system.
The new facility is located 350 feet in front of
the present terminal. Two of the pods will be built in
the first stage. The present terminal will be used until
they are completed then it will be fenced off and torn
down.

Equipment and rubbish from the old terminal will

be removed down the side of the new terminal which does
not have a pod on it.

GRAPHIC MATERIALS

